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Abstract. In recent years, a number of authors have advocated the merits of conducting randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of10

antidepressants in women with nervous disorders during the prenatal period. However, a critical review of the literature indicates11

RCTs are not justifiable. At a time when it has become clear that a significant proportion of the existing literature on the use of12

pharmaceutical agents is ghostwritten, ethicists and others making assertions THAT RCTs ARE NEEDED risk becoming part13

of an apparatus that plays down the hazards of treatment and promotes the use of treatments that may be harmful.14
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1. Introduction15

There have been recent calls for aggressive pharmacological treatment of “depression” in pregnant16

women, and arguments for randomised controlled trials of antidepressants with pregnant women. It is17

our contention that these reflect a misunderstanding of the epidemiological literature and faulty science18

around the risks and benefits of these drugs in pregnancy, and that this misunderstanding is fuelled by19

the commercial imperatives and strategies of the companies manufacturing these drugs.20

In an article, for instance, Coverdale et al. [11], arguing the case for randomized controlled trials of21

antidepressants with pregnant women point out that there were no controlled trials of antidepressants in22

pregnant women, even though 35% have depressive symptoms, 10% are depressed and up to 8% are on23

treatment. They suggested 4 questions needed to be asked in order to determine whether it was reasonable24

to proceed with a trial or not: First, is there evidence of efficacy of antidepressant use during pregnancy?25

Second, is there documented causality of serious far reaching and irreversible clinical harm to the fetal26

or neonatal patient? Third, is there documented causality of serious, far-reaching and irreversible clinical27

harm to pregnant women in a placebo arm? Fourth are there no or only rare documented occurrences of28

less serious injury to the fetal or neonatal patient?29
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In discussing these questions, they noted that antidepressants may be associated with teratogenicity, and30

with spontaneous abortion, and have been associated with primary pulmonary hypertension, a withdrawal31

syndrome in the neonate, and both low birth weight and preterm delivery. However they temper this32

with comments that while lower birth weight may happen on antidepressants, neonatal withdrawal is33

transient and occasional, and point to evidence suggesting there is no adverse effect of treatment on child34

development. They note increased rates of spontaneous abortions in patients taking antidepressants but35

suggest that this issue may be confounded by the presence of depression and that therefore the apparent36

increase has not been shown to be caused by antidepressants.37

On the issue of possible teratogenicity, citing several reviews [20, 40], they state “there is limited evi-38

dence of teratogenic effects from antidepressants during pregnancy. Demonstrated statistical association39

in a cohort study does not support a judgement of causality”.40

There are other very similar articles and editorials making a case that the consequences of not treat-41

ing pregnant women with nervous problems with antidepressants may outweigh any adverse effects of42

treatment [37, 51], and stating that until a controlled trial is undertaken we will not know whether antide-43

pressants have adverse effects on unborn children [50]. These articles need to be set against a background44

of marketing of antidepressants to physicians and consumers that focus on women of child bearing years45

to drive demand for these medicines.46

While holding to an ethical principle that pregnant women and their unborn children deserve at least47

as good evidence, or perhaps better, for both the benefits and the harms of any treatments they might take48

as any other group of patients, there are a number of grounds on which to take issue with the position of49

papers that suggest the current epidemiological evidence is insufficient as regards the hazards of treatment50

to forestall the conduct of an RCT.51

First, there is the question of whether there is any reason to believe antidepressants “work” in the52

manner many of the above authors appear to think they do, and based on current data whether there is53

any reason to believe a trial of these drugs is warranted in pregnancy. Second, there is the issue of what54

risks untreated antenatal depression poses to the unborn child. Third, what is the status of our knowledge55

regarding the hazards to the fetus of treatment with antidepressant drugs. Linked to this are questions56

about how to demonstrate any causal relationship between a treatment like prescribing an antidepressant57

and an effect such as a birth defect. Fourth, there are some broader questions about the forces that have led58

us to even consider this question of performing RCTs of antidepressants in pregnancy given the current59

state of the evidence.60

2. Is a trial of antidepressants warranted in pregnancy?61

The evidence for the effectiveness of antidepressants in the general population is not convincing. When62

assessing the risks of suicidality posed by antidepressants in 2006, the Food and Drug Administration63

asked companies for all placebo controlled trials undertaken in depression. They summarised the data64

received from trials that had enrolled over 100,000 patients [46]. In brief these trials demonstrated that 565

out of every 10 patients recruited “responded” on the outcome measure used, a physician rated disease66

specific rating scale, while 4 out of 10 responded to the placebo on the same measures – only 1 in 1067

patients therefore show a specific response to the active drug. The results are even less impressive if the68

data from other rating scales, representing the patient’s point of view, such as quality of life scales, were69

used. This data, while available in the FDA analysis, has remained largely unpublished. Strikingly, on70

measures of efficacy such as the mortality rate in the active treatment arm compared with placebo, there71
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was a 1.69 fold higher rate of suicide in the active treatment arm of these trials than there was in the placebo72

arm [46]. So only half of patients treated, ‘respond’ and up to 80% of the apparent response is linked to73

placebo factors. If clinicians are to follow the evidence then, they would resort to non-pharmacological74

interventions in the first instance, and only turn to antidepressants in refractory cases. Following the75

evidence in this fashion would in a number of instances result in patients remaining drug free in the first76

trimester of pregnancy.77

While it is important to ensure that women who are pregnant have as good data in support of anything78

they might take as any other group within society, against a background of potential teratogenicity, much79

stronger evidence of efficacy in the general population would seem needed before such a trial in pregnant80

women is warranted. In the FDA analysis of the antidepressants 50% of trials have thrown up negative81

results [46]. Selective publication of trials, and selective publication of data from trials, conceals this.82

Given the risks of teratogenicity, the prospect of a series of repeated negative trials is hard to justify. This83

is an issue we pick up below.84

3. What are the risks of leaving antenatal depression unmedicated?85

The risks of leaving antenatal depression unmedicated can be thought of from two angles – the risk to86

the pregnant women, and the risk to the child. First it is helpful to consider the magnitude of the problem.87

It is common to find suggestions that 35% of pregnant women have depressive symptoms and that 10%88

of them are depressed [11]. One problem with this formulation is that it is based on symptom counts.89

Having symptoms, even meeting every single one of the operational criteria for depression, does not90

necessarily mean a person is depressed and requiring medication. Conflating epidemiological studies of91

depressive symptoms with rates of moderate to severe major depressive disorder where drug treatment92

might be considered in non pregnant adults is a profound clinical mistake. The point prevalence of major93

depression is 3.8% at the end of the first trimester, 4.9% at the end of the second and 3.1% at the end of94

the third trimester of pregnancy [18].95

3.1. Risks for the child96

There is an inference that there may be a direct toxic effect of untreated depression on the fetus. Some97

authors point to effects of untreated depression on the development of the child in later life, arguing98

that these are substantial and deleterious. There are no known direct toxic effects of antenatal depressive99

symptoms on the fetus. There is for instance no known endocrine change linked to the majority of common100

nervous disorders that affect pregnant women. The only psychiatric disorder for which there is any proven101

endocrine abnormality is melancholia, and even in this case the endocrine disturbances are of a lesser102

degree to those found in severe physical stress or frank endocrine disorders. Melancholia is furthermore103

rare. The traditional wisdom is that this disorder can arise in pregnancy, but that it commonly clears with104

birth, and is not extended into the postnatal period [6]. For moderate to severe or melancholic depressive105

disorders, guidelines such as those issued by Britain’s National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence106

(NICE) recommend tricyclic antidepressants and electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is a further option.107

Postnatal depression does have effects on the bonding between mother and child and does affect the108

physical and mental development of the child, leaving them prone to affective instability in later life109

and with impaired cognitive performance relative to their peers in childhood [5]. There is however no110

evidence that antenatal depression does this. Furthermore while first trimester depression is a risk factor111
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for post natal depression, most (71%) first trimester depression does not go on to postnatal depression112

and most (64%) postnatal depression is not associated with first trimester depression [32]. If antenatal113

depression leads to a postnatal depression, there is always the opportunity to treat the depressive disorder114

vigorously at that time without risk to the fetus.115

3.2. Risks for the mother116

An increasing number of articles now argue that the consequences of leaving antenatal depression117

untreated are serious. The suggestions are that lack of treatment can lead to smoking, alcohol and drug118

intake, poor self-care, suicide and postnatal depression [1, 51]. We can find no evidence to support these119

assertions nor any advantage from antidepressant use for these outcomes. While suicide is one of the120

leading causes of maternal death in pregnancy, the overall rate of maternal death is very low and most121

maternal suicides occur after delivery [28]. In placebo controlled trials of antidepressants there are more122

suicides in the active treatment arms of these trials than in the placebo arms suggesting these drugs might123

increase rather than decrease this risk [46].124

A further point commonly made is that: “Women who stop taking antidepressant medications seem to125

put themselves at risk for relapse”. However the study from Cohen et al. on which this claim is made126

is a study in a highly selected population, likely to have a high relapse rate and not representative of a127

primary care population [9]. The participants had depression for a mean of 15.4 years, with 44% having128

had 5 or more episodes of depression. It is not clear that these subjects had a tapered withdrawal, or that129

any effort was made to distinguish between withdrawal and relapse, which often overlap.130

This study in our opinion raises a key ethical issue, not noted elsewhere at present. There is an acceptance131

that SSRIs cause dependence. If they also cause birth defects, then any women of child bearing years,132

pregnant or not being offered this treatment option needs to be informed before she starts of the risk of133

both birth defects and dependence.134

4. Antidepressants and teratogenesis135

Despite the availability of many review articles on antidepressants in pregnancy at present it is difficult136

to find any reviews linking antidepressants with teratogenesis – other than the original epidemiological137

studies that point to the existence of a risk. The epidemiological data is indeed so strong when viewed138

in aggregate that the difficulty in finding review articles that note this hazard is remarkable. While139

randomised controlled trials are regarded as the strongest design, the combined epidemiological data is140

strong enough here that randomised controlled trials are unnecessary to inform clinical decision making,141

and cannot be justified on ethical grounds as equipoise does not exist.142

It is helpful to consider the data on paroxetine as an illustration as it has been the focus of some143

attention. In 2005, GlaxoSmithKline were required by FDA to change the warning label on paroxetine to144

a pregnancy category D. This change was consequent on a study undertaken by the company published145

2 years later [10].146

As of 2008, when the Coverdale article [11] had been written, this and 14 other studies had been147

reported from 1998 onwards [2, 4, 7, 13, 15, 25, 26, 29, 30, 34, 42, 44, 47–49] that contained paroxetine148

specific data and were adjudged by GlaxoSmithKline to be sufficiently methodologically sound to include149

in a meta-analysis [53]. These included case cohort and medical records studies.150

Overall they gave a clear risk of major defects for paroxetine taken in the first trimester with an odds151

ratio of 1.3 (95% CI 1.1, 1.6) and an odds ratio for specifically cardiac defects of 1.5 (95% CI 1.2, 1.9). In152
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terms of figures on the risks of overall defects 10 studies gave an increase in the odds ratio of a defect, 3153

gave a decrease and 2 returned a relative risk of 1.0. In terms of the 13 studies that provided information154

on cardiac defects, 9 studies gave an increase in the odds ratio of a defect.155

Diav Citrin 2005 [15] OR 3.5 (95% CI 1.1–11.2)
Bakker 2006 [3] OR 1.5 (95% CI 0.5–4.3)
Vial 2006 [48] OR 1.2 (95% CI 0.3–4.7)
Alwan 2007 [2] OR 1.7 (95% CI 0.9–3.1)
Berard 2007 [4] OR 1.4 (95% CI 0.5–3.9)
Cole 2007 [10] OR 1.5 (95% CI 0.7–2.9)
Kallen 2007 [25] OR 1.6 (95% CI 1.0–2.5)
Louik 2007 [29] OR 1.4 (95% CI 0.8–2.5)
Chambers (unpubl.) OR 10.8 (95% CI 0.5–225.8)

156

One study suggested no effect.
157

Davis 2007 [13] OR 1.0 (95% CI 0.5–2.3)158

There were three studies that suggested an effect in the opposite direction.
159

Nash (unpubl.) OR 0.4 (95% CI 0.1–1.7)
Kulin 1998 [26] OR 0.8 (95% CI 0.1–7.0)
Malm 2005 [30] OR 0.7 (95% CI 0.1–5.0)

160

Of the studies that did not support a risk of paroxetine, some indicated a clear risk on other SSRIs [34],161

while many of the studies pointing to risks with paroxetine also point to risks with other SSRIs.162

Two of the studies that had then been done were not included. In one, there was a marked increase of163

risk for both cardiac defects and major birth defects on antidepressants compared to non-treatment but164

also an interaction between antidepressants and benzodiazepines [36]. In the second, there was no data for165

specific antidepressants but again an increase in risk with antidepressants compared to non-treatment [52].166

Since this data was posted a further small study has appeared, in which there was no demonstrable167

increase in risk on SSRI antidepressants, odds ratio 0.4 (95% CI 0.14, 1.4) however this was not separated168

out by trimester, and there were no data on heart defects by individual drugs [50]. Another study of SSRI169

use pointed to an increased prevalence of septal heart defects with an odds ratio of 1.99 (95% CI 1.13,170

3.53) with a fourfold increase in risk if more than one SSRI was used. It found no increase in risk171

for paroxetine, although the numbers were small [38]. Finally a study in 2009 using echocardiographic172

confirmation of cardiac defects gave an increased risk with paroxetine with an odds ratio of 2.79 (95%173

CI 1.02, 7.62), with an overall increased risk of heart defects on any SSRI, odds ratio 2.17 (95% CI 1.07,174

4.39) [31].175

4.1. Cause and effect and RCTs176

Many articles argue that randomized controlled trials offer evidence on cause and effect in a manner177

that for instance cohort studies do not. There is little basis for this claim, and in fact no birth defect178

has ever been established on the basis of a controlled trial. Indeed, significant adverse effects of a179

drug, birth defect or otherwise, are not ordinarily demonstrated by means of randomized trials, except180

perhaps in the case of Vioxx. Randomized trials are a subset of epidemiological studies that control for181

confounding influences by a method that often allows much smaller samples of subjects to be recruited182

than cohort studies. However they are not essential to demonstrate causality. Many important causal183
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links have been demonstrated through cohort designs such as the link between breastfeeding and better184

educational outcomes [22] or the link between lead exposure in children and poorer long term educational185

and behavioral outcomes [17]. No-one would suggest an RCT of lead paint exposure in the face of this186

evidence.187

The issue stemming from the data currently available is whether there is a clear signal of risk and if188

this signal emerged, after which undertaking an RCT of antidepressants in pregnancy might have been189

deemed as unethical as undertaking one for lead paint exposure. The answer hinges around what meaning190

to attribute to a point estimate and its related confidence interval.191

The position taken in many articles typically is that if the 95% confidence interval around the odds192

ratio for a hazard includes the figure 1.0, there is no risk as there is no statistical significance. This193

argument is simply wrong [19]. The only meaning of statistical significance is that there is less then194

5% chance that the real odds ratio, not the estimate, is smaller than 1. With a p-value greater than 0.05,195

e.g. 0.06, there is still a 94% chance of risk and that is unquestionably of clinical significance. There196

is unlikely to be a risk if the point estimate for the odds ratio is itself 1.0 or shifted to the left. But if197

the point estimate lies to the right of 1.0, there is likely to be a risk. The confidence interval simply198

indicates the precision of the estimate. The fact that the 95% confidence interval still includes the Figure199

1.0 does not mean that there is no increase in risk. It is more likely to mean the study is underpowered200

with too small a sample size. If a large majority of studies using different methods find an equivalent201

shift to the right, as GlaxoSmithKline have found, then it is highly likely there is an increase in risk and202

the aggregate data from a number of small studies is enough in this case to demonstrate a clear signal203

of risk.204

This can be brought out by a thought experiment. Assume a doctor is forced to put a patient, likely to205

become pregnant, on one of two drugs for a particular clinical condition, both of which come with a risk206

of birth defects. If drug A has an odds ratio of 1.8 with a 95% confidence interval stretching from 1.1 to207

2.5, and drug B comes with an odds ratio of 8.1 with a 95% confidence interval stretching from 0.92 to208

25.2, the safer of the two drugs is drug A rather than drug B. Drug B is likely to be 4 times riskier than209

drug A.210

The question of when the epidemiological data pointing strongly to the existence of a risk of birth211

defects can be considered within this context. As of 2002, there were 4 studies available. The Kulin study212

from 1998 [26], which pointed to an odds ratio of a birth defect on paroxetine compared to non-treatment213

of 1.8 (95% CI 0.6, 5.4).214

A further study appeared in 2001 from Unfred et al. [47] showing a rate of major malformations of 4.2%215

with paroxetine vs. 0.05% for controls. This is a greater than 8-fold increase in risk on paroxetine. This216

study still awaits full publication. Another study that appeared in abstract form in 2002 from Diav-Citrin217

et al. [14] in 2002 had a rate of 3.9% for major malformations on paroxetine vs. 2.1% in controls. As of218

2002, there had been only one smaller study failing to show an increase in risk on paroxetine but it did219

show an increased risk on other SSRIs [44].220

The Kulin et al. [26] paper also reports an excess of therapeutic and spontaneous abortions on treatment.221

Combining the data offered for spontaneous and therapeutic abortions gives 20.2% on SSRI vs. 12.7%222

for controls; an odds ratio of 1.7 (95% CI 1.1, 2.9). In the case of spontaneous abortions alone, the223

figures are 13.5% compared to 8.9% for controls; an odds ratio of 1.6 (95% CI 0.9, 2.9). When data224

on spontaneous abortions are reported in the cohort studies cited above, they consistently point to an225

excess in women taking antidepressants. If spontaneous abortions are linked to a greater frequency of226

birth defects than term births, then the true rate of birth defects linked to antidepressant intake seems227

likely to be substantially greater than estimates based on term births only.228
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These studies and the consistency of their data make a strong case for an increase in risk. They also229

establish a date, after which we would argue that in terms of equipoise, an RCT of antidepressants in230

pregnancy became increasingly difficult to justify.231

Finally, in terms of assessing causality it is traditional to marry epidemiological with mechanistic or232

laboratory studies, often in animal populations when the issue is a pregnancy linked adverse event. It has233

been known for 40 years that serotonin has a trophic function in embryogenesis, regulating cell migration234

in tissues such as the embryonic gut, heart and nervous system [27, 33, 35, 43, 54] despite this, as of 2009235

there had been no rigorous published studies looking at the possible teratogenic effects of antidepressants.236

Laboratory analysis has now demonstrated clear teratogenic effects on a number of antidepressants, in237

particular serotonin reuptake inhibitors, and especially with paroxetine [45]. The signal was stronger for238

paroxetine than for other serotonin reuptake inhibitors such as cocaine. The findings from this laboratory239

study are consistent with what is known of the mitogenic functions of serotonin and with the pattern of240

defects that have emerged in recent epidemiological studies. At present the data is best explained in terms241

of potency of action on the serotonin reuptake site. This suggests the problems may be dose dependent,242

for which both laboratory and epidemiological studies provide some evidence [4, 45]. The evidence of243

a dose-response gradient further supports an argument for a causal link between treatment and effect. If244

an action through serotonin systems is the mechanism through which these drugs pose a risk, then other245

drugs that inhibit serotonin reuptake such as tricyclic antidepressants and antihistamines pose some risk,246

perhaps dependent on dose.247

4.2. Other hazards248

Aside from teratogenic effects, the evidence now indicates antidepressants are associated with prema-249

turity, as well as low birth weight [21, 30], and pulmonary hypertension [8] when given in the course of250

pregnancy. Finally, there is little dispute that antidepressants can trigger a neonatal withdrawal syndrome251

after birth. This was first noted in 1972 [16]. The risk seems most clear in the case of paroxetine, for252

which there has been a greater number of reports to regulators of dependence and withdrawal effects than253

for any other psychotropic drug, both in those taking the treatment and in neonates [12, 41].254

There are at present no agreed procedures to manage difficult withdrawal syndromes. As a consequence,255

an indeterminate number of women of child-bearing age put on antidepressants will find it difficult or256

impossible to stop treatment should they wish to have a drug-free pregnancy.257

5. Why this debate?258

In our view calls for RCTs of antidepressants in pregnancy are not ethically justified on the basis of259

the evidence as outlined above. But the reality of current clinical practice and opinion is at odds with our260

view. How did this situation come about?261

Until very recently, the standard clinical view was that all medications including antidepressants should262

not be used in pregnancy, unless there was a clear clinical need, and there was an absence of signals of263

harm. While some older textbooks offer this view, there are few if any recent reviews in mental health264

and related journals that point to the existence of hazards of treatment or argue against treating antenatal265

nervous conditions with antidepressants. Given the clear evidence outlined of risks stemming back almost266

a decade, and the available evidence as regards the relatively modest benefits of treatment, this switch in267

treatment philosophy calls for an explanation in its own right.268
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While there are many influences on the changing culture of medical practice, commercial influences269

appear to be a key issue in this instance. There is convincing evidence that a number of the reviews and270

academic presentations in this domain advocating treatment or denying hazards have been ghostwritten271

[39] or commissioned by companies [23] or have been written without the competing interests of their272

authors being revealed [24].273

A good case can be made that a key influence surrounding the use of antidepressants in pregnancy274

lies in the similar efforts by companies, using academics, to engineer a comparable switch in culture as275

happened in the case of prescribing antidepressants to children. At the time that controversy blew up,276

the entire literature appears to have been written by either company personnel or medical writers, even277

though in a number of instances it was published under the names of distinguished academics.278

This has implications for any calls for or consideration of the ethics of undertaking RCTs in antenatal279

care. Given company involvement in the construction of the evidence that increasingly underpins clinical280

practice, and the bias involved, it is highly unlikely that calls for RCTs of antidepressants in pregnancy281

will lead to the design and publication of trials that illuminate the real evidence base for the risks and282

benefits of the clinical practice with pharmaceuticals. What is more likely is that there will be a further283

amassing of data where the evidence for efficacy is overblown and that for hazards is minimised – data to284

manipulate decision making rather than inform it. It is this process that has already led to large numbers285

of women taking antidepressants in pregnancy in good faith despite increasing evidence of harm in the286

data.287

The sources of information relied upon by physicians for information on the efficacy and hazards of288

pharmaceuticals have become adulterated by the influence of the companies at all levels, including the289

published literature. This has undermined the ability of physicians to access independent and reliable290

information about these products in order to make the best decisions for their patients. Given this current291

situation it would seem prudent to strengthen the original imperative of avoiding medication use in292

pregnancy rather than to suggest a controlled trial is ethical because there is equipoise on the issue.293

Given what we know thus far, how likely is an individual pregnant woman who might consider enrolling294

in a clinical trial of antidepressants to be adequately protected against harm? Is she to be informed that the295

jury is not in on the potential for spontaneous abortion, teratogenicity, neonatal withdrawal syndromes,296

and persistent pulmonary hypertension? Does she need to be told there is a strong likelihood that both297

she and her doctor have been extensively exposed to misrepresentation of the meaning of a depression298

diagnosis and the known benefits and harms of antidepressants? What if anything will the informed299

consent procedures in a clinical trial say about these issues if the trial is run by a company or is using300

proprietary products?301
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